Training day
Jane Armitage looks at staff training

Each year we close the Practice and have a full days training session. This might seem a bit harsh but during this day I will ensure that we have a full day of learning, set with aims and objectives.

This year our Investors in People review was due so we had our review on the same day as this saved disruption at a later date.

Staff meetings are held on a regular occasion but quite often you don’t have everyone’s undivided attention as they are usually held around lunchtime so can quite often become shortened.

At the start of the year I will choose a suitable date and close the appointment book with the exception of one surgery so we can continue to see any emergency patient that may contact on the training day.

I will then contact the mandatory training companies (ie Cross Infection Control, CPR) and allocate a time for the training to be carried out.

Appraisal forms are given out and a time set for the appraisal during the training day. Peer reviews are scheduled for the dentists during the training day.

Contracts are reviewed and updated with any pay increase and given out on the same day.

BDA Good Practice is discussed.

The Partners and I will meet and discuss the business plan for the coming year and see what we require to ensure we reach our goal. This can then become a working tool in our days training. Identifying the needs of the business and ensuring you meet them usually includes the involvement of team members. It’s of little use you having a goal and not sharing what you need to do to achieve it.

The day will start with an in-depth staff meeting, in the past we have also asked speakers to attend to cover various subjects, ie Health & Safety, Significant Events anything that I feel will be of benefit to the staff. We will also look at everyone’s roles and ensure we have current first aiders, fire marshalls etc, quite often these roles get overlooked especially if a person leaves and held these extra duties.

CPD logs are hours are checked and new CPD folders are given out for the coming year. I purchase a CPD folder from a Company that can be used by all members of the team. This I find such an easy tool to use. The staff are provided with individual folders containing sufficient verifiable CPD, I understand that mandatory CPD is the individuals responsibility however I feel this is an investment in your staff.

During the lunch break I book a lunch & learn from a rep. It’s surprising how quickly the day goes and how much groundwork you have covered.

To take a day out needs to benefit the Practice, I believe quality is something that should be expected and delivered at the highest level. Training days may sound expensive but what you gain from a whole days experience outweighs the negative side.

98% of patients would prefer their dentist to use the new dentaLase rather than a scalpel, retraction chord or electro surge during treatments.

dentaLase by QuickLase™

Call us 01227 780009 www.quicklase.com

Special Launch Offer inc accessories, delivery, online training ex vat
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